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Objective Doctor absenteeism is widespread in Bangladesh, and the perspectives of the actors involved are insufficiently understood. This paper
sought to elicit preferences of doctors over aspects of ...
Incentivising doctor attendance in rural Bangladesh: a latent class analysis of a discrete choice experiment
Data structures are mostly used to modify, navigate and access information. They are critical in building real-life applications.
Python Data Structures That Every Beginner Should Know About
Generic AI models can't deliver the kind of accuracy we need for widespread adoption. We need more tailored solutions.
AI vendors must offer more solutions for niche use cases
Greg Norman, Director for Survey Solutions, explains how they are helping property owners understand whether RAAC planks are present in their
building.
Survey Solutions: Helping to solve the challenge of RAAC planks
Machine learning is justifiably being explored in astronomy as a new tool available in our endeavor to understand the cosmos.
Artificial intelligence and the structure of the universe
Advanced 3D NAND in Micron’s mobile storage enables rich, seamless multimedia experiencesBOISE, Idaho, July 29, 2021 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- ,
(Nasdaq: MU) announced today it has begun volume shipments of ...
Micron Launches World’s First 176-Layer NAND in Mobile Solutions to Power Lightning-Fast 5G Experiences
Researchers report the first structural confirmation that endogenous -- or self-made -- molecules can set off innate immunity in mammals via a pair
of immune cell proteins called the TLR4-MD-2 ...
Structural biology provides long-sought solution to innate immunity puzzle
CORT Tenting Solutions has announced the expansion of additional service areas in Washington along with Oregon, Idaho and Northern California.
CORT Tenting Solutions Expands to New Service Areas in Washington, Oregon, Idaho and Northern California
Proteins had been complex structures to understand, but knowing that they and their composing amino acid structures are responsible for bodily
functions, it became our imperative to understand them.
DeepMind’s AlphaFold has opened secrets to the world, we are amazed on what it can achieve in future
Many women will experience physical side effects from pregnancy, particularly the early days of sickness and nausea. So, to support mums-to-be,
My Expert Midwife have developed three discrete ...
Manage your morning sickness with the Sick of it! Toolkit from My Expert Midwife
OPINION: Whereas the trigger for the recent riots and widespread opportunistic looting was the arrest of the former president, Jacob Zuma, the
underlying, deep structural problem is deepening ...
Persistent apartheid geography and inequality a threat to democratic SA non-racialism
If practice makes perfect, then CAST Navigation’s success and reputation in the global positioning industry should come as no surprise.
CAST Navigation – 40 Years of Simulation Excellence
The renovated Hong Kong Museum of Art features a striking rippled facade created using Equitone [tectiva] panels in an innovative threedimensional design.
Rippled Equitone [tectiva] facade revitalises Hong Kong Museum of Art
With the rise of mobile wallets and digital banking apps from Square ( SQ ), PayPal ( PYPL ) and Apple’s ( AAPL ), the takeover of the analog wallet
has begun. House keys are being assimilated via the ...
The Future of Mobile Wallets
Work as we’ve known it continues to be impacted by the Fourth Industrial Revolution (4IR), as technology takes centre-stage ...
Impact of 4IR on the future of work for African youth
The boss of the UK’s biggest dairy supplier has said supermarkets could face a “summer of disruption” to milk deliveries if the Government does not
act to address a shortage of lorry drivers. Arla, ...
Milk supplier warns of shortages in UK stores
Mumbai: Established in 1936, ACC Limited, one of the leading producers of cement and ready-mix concrete in India marks its 85th Founder’s day. It
is in the year 1936, when titans of the Indian busines ...
ACC Celebrates 85th Founder’s Day Honouring the Contributions of its Pioneers with High Spirits
Majesco Digital1 st® EcoExchange is a next-generation partner ecosystem using third-party services for a true plug-and-play environment. It
provides carriers pre integrated capabilities with Majesco ...
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